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Abstract

The Letter reports the bene�ts of decomposing the
multilayer perceptron (MLP) for pattern recogni-
tion tasks. Suppose there are N classes, then in-
stead of employing 1 MLP with N outputs, N
MLPs are used each with a single output. In prac-
tice, this allows fewer hidden units to be used than
would be employed in the single MLP. Furthermore,
it is found that decomposing the problem in this
way allows convergence in fewer iterations, and it
becomes straight forward to distribute the train-
ing over as many workstations as there are pattern
classes. The speedup is then linear in the num-
ber of pattern classes, assuming there are as many
processors as classes. If there are more classes than
processors, then the speedup is linear in the number
of processors. It is shown that on a di�cult hand-
written OCR problem, the results obtained with
the decomposed MLP are slightly superior than
those for the conventional MLP, and obtained in
a fraction of the time.

Introduction: This Letter reports the bene�ts
of decomposing the MLP for pattern recognition
tasks. Suppose we have N classes, then instead of
employing 1 MLP withN outputs, we useN MLPs,
each with a single output. This raises at least two
interesting questions.

1. Suppose we have a large network of worksta-
tions that lie mostly idle overnight. Can we
easily exploit this power to learn our problem
faster?

2. Can we improve recognition rate on di�cult
problems by simplifying the learning task?

The answer to the �rst of these questions turns
out to be yes, whereas initial results suggest a
maybe in the answer to the second.

The decomposition idea occurs naturally in
personal veri�cation tasks (e.g. speaker veri�ca-
tion [1]), but seems to be seldom reported for recog-
nition problems, and is certainly not the norm. The
results presented below suggest that it should be.

Figure 1: Standard MLP with one output for each
of N classes

Decomposition: The decomposition is concep-
tually straightforward. Instead of having a single
MLP with one output (Fig. 1), we just have N de-
composed MLPs (DMLP), each with a single out-
put (Fig. 2). But what about the hidden units?
Na��vely, we might suppose that if we needed H
units in the MLP, then perhaps we could get by
with (H=N) units in the DMLP. Clearly, this sim-
plistic reasoning fails for problems such as the en-
coder, where if we regard each output as a class,
then we only require log

2
N hidden units. How-

ever, for di�cult pattern recognition tasks we �nd
that such minimal hidden layers do not perform at

all well.

(i) Connections per presentation: The time
taken to process a pattern is (to a good approxi-
mation) proportional to the number of connections
in the network. Given a fully-connected MLP with
I imputs, H hidden and O output nodes the num-
ber of connections is

C = (I �H) + (H �O)

Two useful measures of performance are (millions
of) connections per second (MCPS) and connection
updates per second (MCUPS).

Figure 2: Decomposed MLP with single output and
smaller hidden layer
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